I. Introduction 1. Purpose of this paper. The purpose of this paper is to develop the theory of Riemann product integration of functions on real intervals with values in a normed ring (Banach algebra) (2) .
Product integration of matrix-valued functions was initiated by V. Volterra [l, 2] (3) in 1887 in connection with the theory of homogeneous linear differential equations. L. Schlesinger [l, 2] (1931) and G. Rasch [l] (1934) simplified and extended this theory by treating the matrices as linear algebras with normed topologies. In 1937 Garrett
Birkhoff [2] remarked that the theory of product integration as developed by Schlesinger was applicable to normed rings(4). He also extended the theory of product integration to the nonlinear case.
There is no adequate treatment of the Riemann theory for discontinuous functions. Much remains to be done by way of strengthening the Riemann theory. In this paper we develop the Riemann theory for all integrable functions on a real interval with values in a normed ring. This extension is difficult in the infinite-dimensional case, for it is known (cf. L. Graves [l, p. 166]) Presented to the Society, August 23, 1946 ; received by the editors April 11, 1946.
(}) The writer wishes to make acknowledgment of the constant and valuable assistance received from Professor Garrett Birkhoff for this paper.
(2) Cf. Definition 3.1.
(s) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper. (*) Normed rings are complete normed linear algebras for which no restriction is made with regard to dimension. The matrices form normed rings of finite dimension. Cf. Definition 3.1.
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use that in an infinite-dimensional normed ring everywhere discontinuous functions may be E-integrable and it is shown below ( §20) (5) that in such a ring the product of two E-integrable functions need not be J?-integrable. In abandoning the assumption of continuity we are thus confronted with difficulties which never arise in ordinary integration.
We may now indicate the main new results we have established. After pointing out the duality between left and right product integration we show the equivalence of some previously employed notions of Riemann integration ( § §7, 8) . We then prove that every Riemann integrable function is bounded and that integrability on an interval implies integrability on every subinterval ( § §11, 12) . For product integration these results are far from obvious. We then establish the equivalence of additive and multiplicative integrability ( §16). This provides a powerful tool for the study of product integration^).
Next we show that the class of all E--integrable functions on [a, b] into a normed ring X is a closed additive subgroup (which is also a closed subring only when X is finite-dimensional)
of the ring of all bounded functions on [a, b] into X under the uniform topology given by |/-<p\ = supoáíá6 |/(0 -0(01 ( § §19, 20) . We then show the validity of the Peano series representation for all ^-integrable functions ( §22). We also show that with regard to the "fundamental problem of the integral calculus" our theory is no weaker than the classical Riemann theory ( §28). We conclude by establishing rules for product integration by parts and product integration after substitution ( § §29, 30).
2. Continuous matrix-valued functions. For comparison we shall briefly review the product integration of continuous matrix-valued functions. The theory is considerably simplified by the fact that continuous functions are (by the Heine-Borel theorem) bounded and uniformly continuous.
Consider a continuous wX» matrix-valued function A on [a, b] . Its Riemann product integral is defined by /> 6.-^ n (7 + Adt) = lim II U + Mh) | Ak \ } = lim J(A, x) a »-J. k-1 »i where 7 is the identity matrix, ir is a partition of [a, b] into subintervals A&, and tkC^k-The limit is obtained with regard to the norm(7) of the space of matrices by taking successive refinements of ir.
(6) Cf. p. 172 of this paper. The counter-example is due to Garrett Birkhoff. (6) Additive integration theory for normed rings involves questions outside the corresponding theory for Banach spaces, namely, those arising from ring multiplication.
(') For an nXn matrix A = {aa}, Schlesinger [l, pp. 33-34] employed the norm |¿4| = n ■ max./l a,-,|. He showed that if A and B are nXn matrices and c a real or complex number then \A+B\ g|,4|-r-|B|, \AB\ -¿\a\ ■ \B\, \cA\=\c\-\a\. He also showed that under this norm the nXn matrix-space is complete. Another norm for the matrix-space has been proposed by J. Wedderburn [l] .
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We shall assume that a norm is selected under which the space of nXn matrices is complete. Then to show the product integrability of A we need only show that \J(A, ir)-J(A, ir')\ <e for all refinements v' of a suitably chosen partition ir. Accordingly suppose w' subdivides each subinterval A* of 7T into subintervals A£. Then \J(A,tt)-J(A,tt')\ = n{7+¿(**)|A*|}-nn{/+^i)iA:i} Since the function A is uniformly continuous on [a, b] we see that the R.H.S. approaches zero as successive refinements of ir are taken. Thus A possesses a product integral. Associated with this notion of product integral is the corresponding notion of product derivative (9), (2) A'ix) = lim -\A-1ix)Aix + Ax) -I .
It is clear that if F is a product primitive (anti-derivative) of A then
where Y' is the ordinary additive derivative.
(8) \t\ =sup¿ig,r|A*|.
(») "A'Kxy abbreviates "{Aix)}-1" when {A(x)}~lexists. Equation (3) brings out the connection between product integration of matrix-valued functions and the theory of ordinary linear differential equations. For a continuous matrix-valued function .4(0= {a.yW} let us consider the system of homogeneous linear differential equations dyi/dx = yiau(*) + • • • 4-y»a»i(*), (4) .,. 
Comparison with (3) at once reveals that the matrix solution is nothing but a product primitive (anti-derivative) of A (x). It is also easy to establish the reciprocity of product integration (1) and product differentiation (2) . The reciprocity consists of the two statements: det I (7 + Adt) = exp M X) au(t)dt\ we see at once that the product integral of A is a matrix solution of the system of differential equations (4). The most general matrix solution is obtained by multiplying the product integral of A by an arbitrary nonsingular constant matrix C. We shall now obtain an integral equation for the product integral F of a continuous matrix-valued function A. From (3) we have
Now since Y is continuous, clearly F(ö)=7.
We thus obtain the following integral equation for Y:
It may be shown that the method of successive approximations applied to this equation gives the following infinite series representation^0) for the product integral of a continuous matrix-valued function A
/i x1^ /» X /» X f* t%
Both the series representation (6) and the integral equation (5) are obtained under weaker assumptions in Chapter VII.
II. Normed rings. Finite products 3. The normed ring. We now turn to the exact discussion of the definition and properties of normed rings(n). Definition 3.1. X is a normed ring if and only if: (i) Xis a complete normed linear (Banach(12)) space with real or complex scalars;
(ii) X is a linear associative algebra with unit 1 ;
(ÜÍ)(») ¥ora\\x,yCX,\xy\^\x\-\y\, |l|=l.
The space X is a complete metric space(w) under the metric (x,y) = \x-y\. Hence the notions of Cauchy sequence, sequence tending to a limit, convergent infinite series, continuous function, and so on, are obvious for normed rings. So are many results on limits, continuity and infinite series. We shall merely state here a few results which will be employed in the subsequent discussion. Detailed study of analysis in normed rings will be found in the papers of J. von Neumann [l], K. Yosida [l] , and I. Gelfand [l] .
y is called the inverse of x if and only if xy = 1 =yx. From the associative law it at once follows that an element can have at most one inverse. The inverse of x will be denoted by x_1. X may of course possess nonzero elements without inverses, but we have the following results.
(3.2) If x-1 <1 then x~l =^.0(1 -x)n exists.
(3.3) If x-1 <1 then Ix"1! gl/(l-|l-x|).
(3.4) x_1 is a continuous function of x.
(l0) This series is due to G. Peano [l ] .
(u) The normed ring was first defined by K. Yosida [l, ] on a suggestion from M. Nagumo.
(u) S. Banach [l, p. S3] calls it a (5) space. It is vector space with real or complex scalars on which there is defined a real function |*| such that |o| =0, \x\ >0 if Xy¿Q,\x+y\ S|*| + |y|i \cx\ =\c -\x\, c being a scalar. Also the space is complete, that is, for any sequence teOnlii Hmm,"_" xm-Xn\ =0 implies that there exists x such that lim"^"|icn-x\ =0.
(") All that is actually needed is that multiplication be continuous with respect to the norm and 11| >0. I. Gelfand [l, pp. 1-2] has shown that when this is the case it is possible to find an equivalent norm satisfying (iii). if | x -1 | < 1, if | x -11 < Ln2. 4. Estimates for finite products in X. In this section we shall state a number of estimates for finite products in a normed ring X. These estimates will serve as lemmas in the following discussion of integration.
Many of them are simplifications for the case of a normed ring of results obtained for the nonlinear case by Garrett Birkhoff [l, pp. 112-116] . Others have been stated by L. Schlesinger [l] . We shall mostly leave the proofs to the reader. Throughout this section x, y, z, u, xk, yk, and so on, will denote the elements of a normed ring X and 1 its multiplicative unit. The following estimate provides a lower bound for the change in a product resulting from a change in one of its factors when all other factors are sufficiently near 1. This estimate plays a fundamental role in the theory of product integration. This at once yields the following interesting corollary.
The next result proves useful in the study of the reciprocity of integration and differentiation.
If Yo = l and each Yk has an inverse then (4.5)
In conclusion the following result shows how closelyIJi(l+XiO ITn(l -xk) approximates to 1 when the x* are small. 
III. Definition of riemann integration
In this chapter we shall define the convergence of functions whose arguments are Riemann partitions of an interval and whose values lie in a normed ring. We shall then define additive and multiplicative Riemann integration. After indicating the duality between left and right product integration, we shall show the equivalence of our definitions with some of the others given for Riemann integration.
Finally with the aid of the notions of relative integral range and span we shall express the integrability conditions in a convenient form.
5 We note that the class II* is directed by the relation -<. For if 7n-Tr2 is the product partition obtained by the superposition of 7Ti and 7r2, we always have 7Ti-ir2-<7ri, 7r2. Also, as already observed, Xis a complete metric space under the topology of its norm. Hence as is well known in general analysis (16) *-i,a*e »,i4S»*
We shall call these the left approximative product, the right approximative product, and the approximative sum respectively. We shall often abbreviate the sum on the R.H.S. of the last equation to X)ï'('*) I A*| and similarly with the two products.
Using these functions we can easily define the Riemann integrability of /. We have included a definition of additive integrability since a comparative study of additive and multiplicative integration proves useful(17). follows that in general f\ (l+idt)y*f%~*(\+fdt). We shall now show, however, that a duality subsists between the two product integrals which renders unnecessary the statement and proof of corresponding theorems for both. Suppose a class A is a normed ring X under a certain norm and under certain algebraic operations.
Let the ring multiplication operation be denoted by (•). Let us now define a new operation (o) as follows: xoy=yx. It is clear that A becomes a different normed ring X* under the same norm and the same operations of addition and scalar multiplication, but with (o) instead of (■) as ring multiplication.
The ring X* is called the dual of X, since obviously (X*)* = X. When X is commutative we of course have X* = X.
(") The additive Riemann integral was first defined for functions with values in a Banach space by L. Graves [l, p. 166] in 1927. The multiplicative Riemann integral was first defined for matrix-valued functions by V. Vol terra [2] in 1887 and with respect to a normed topology by L. Schlesinger [l, pp. 36-37] in 1931.
Let us now make the following definitions.
Definition 7.1 (Dual limit). Let L be the limit of a function U(a) with values in a normed ring X with respect to the parameter a, so that L = lima U(a).
(i) Suppose the expression abbreviated by " U(a) " involves finite products but no limits (with respect to other parameters ß, y, and so on). Let us rewrite this expression reversing every finite product. Let uU*(a)" abbreviate the resulting expression. Then lima U*(a) is called the dual of L and is denoted by "L*."
(ii) Suppose the expression abbreviated by uU(a)" involves finite products and/or limits (with respect to other parameters ß, y, and so on). Let us rewrite this expression reversing every finite product and replacing every limit by its dual (cf. (i)). Let "U*(a)" abbreviate the resulting expression.
Then lima U*(a) is called the dual of L and is denoted by "L*."
This recursive definition completely defines the notion of "dual limit." Definition 7.2 (Dual statement). Let C be a statement involving finite products of elements of a normed ring X and limits (with respect to certain parameters) of functions with values in X. Yet us rewrite C reversing every finite product and replacing every limit by its dual. The resulting statement is called the dual of C and is denoted by C*.
It is clear that C is a true assertion regarding the ring X ii and only if C* is a true assertion regarding its dual X*. Now suppose that C has been generally established so that it holds for all normed rings ((4.11), for example, is such a C). Then C must hold for both X and X*. Consequently C* must hold for X. Thus both C and C* are true assertions concerning X. The following metatheorem expresses this fact in a convenient form.
Metatheorem (Duality Principle). Let C be a statement involving products (either finite or infinite), product integrals and limits with respect to other parameters. If C is generally established for all normed rings then both C and its dual C* are (true) theorems.
In view of this principle we shall state and prove results only for left products and left product integrals. Also since 7r-<x' implies |tt| i> |ir'| we at once obtain (8.2) lim|T|,o J(ir, ir*) =L implies limTi J(ir, ir*) =L.
(8.1) and (8.2) hold for any arbitrary function from II* into X. The converse of (8.2) is not however generally valid(19), but holds for the approximative functions T~^(i, ir, ir*), J(f, ir, ir*) employed in the definitions of integration, provided the function / is bounded. We shall outline the proof, first recalling the definition of oscillation of a function. We shall leave the proof of the next result to the reader. It is a direct consequence of (4.32). 
Let now ir, 7To£II6!, it* be a valuation of ir and let (x-7T0)* be that valuation of the product partition 7T-7To which contains as many points of ir* as possible. Using the last lemma it may be shown(20) that
We may therefore draw the following conclusion. Given any bounded function /, any partition iro and any e>0 we can find Se,T,>0 such that there is a subpartition of iro for which the approximative product differs from that of any partition ir with | ir\ ^ 5<,t0 by less than e. Using the triangle inequality in conjunction with this result we obtain (8.5), which we had set out to prove. Correspondingly for 7?-integration it is possible to establish the following result by essentially classical methods(22). We shall leave this to the reader. Since S*l/2*'= 1 it is easy to see that limT j /(ir) = 1. But clearly 7(ir) =0
for a partition which excludes all members of the sequence (l/2*')ïLi no matter how small be | x|. Hence \im\r\^<¡J(Tr) ¿¿ 1. Setting J(r, ir*) = J(t) for all t*, we have a counter-example.
(20) The proof ¡s laborious.
(al) The restriction that /is bounded is only temporary, for we shall see in the next chapter (Theorems 11.5 and 11.6 ) that every function for which limI;/'^(/, ir, ir*) or limT|/(/, ir, x*) exists is bounded.
(B) In classical analysis, the result corresponding to (8.6) is known as Darboux's theorem.
Cf. Goursat [l, p. 151] .
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We may summarise the results of this section in the following theorem.
Theorem 8.7. For any bounded(21) function f, criteria of R'"-integrability according to definitions 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 are equivalent. The same is true of R-integrability.
9. Relative integral range. It is well known that in the real case the condition: for some ir, the upper and lower approximative sums J*(f, ir), /*(/, ir) differ by less than e, or briefly infT {7* (/, ir) -7* (/, ir)} =0, is sufficient for the i?-integrability of/(23)-We shall now formulate a similar condition for the general case of a function on [a, b] with values in any normed ring X. We must first introduce the notions of relative integral range and the diameter of a subset of X. Definition 9.1. If /is a function on [a, b] into X, the set of all/(/, ir, ir*) obtainable for a given ir will be called the integral range of / relative to ir and denoted by S(f, ir). Similarly we define S~*(f, ir) as the set of all T~~(i, ir, ir*) where x* is any valuation of ir. Definition 9.2. If BCX then the positive real number supIiy£B |x-y | will be called the diameter of B and denoted by \b\.
In the real case we have for all valuations ir* of ir, /*(/, ir) =:7(/, ir, ir*) £J*(f, ir) and therefore \S(f, ir) | = 7* (/, ir) -7* (/, ir). We thus arrive at the condition: infT \S(f, ir)| =0.
We shall now show that even under general conditions this condition is both necessary and sufficient for i?-integrability.
For this purpose we must define the convex hull of a subset of X. Hence from (9.4) | /(/, X, X*) -/(/, X«, X«*) I g I (S(f, Xi))~ I = I S(t, X«) I < 6.
It follows that / is 7?-integrable.
Conversely if / is 7?-integrable then obviously inf, | S(f, x) | =0. Thus:
Lemma 9.7. / is R-integrable if and only if inf T | S(f, ir) \ =0.
10. Relative integral span. In this section we shall attempt to do for the product integral what was done in the last section for the additive case.
It should first be observed that the condition infx |S^(/, ir)| =0 is not sufficient for Tc^-integrability.
For consider the real function / defined in [O, 1 ] as follows 7 1/* -2, 0 < x < 1/2, /(0) = 0, /(*) = < 1-2, 1/2 g * á 1.
Let irt be any partition with A*= [l/2, l] as subinterval. Then for all valua-tions ir<*, iret we have J~(f, ir" ire*) = 0 =/"*(/, x" irtt) for both products contain the factor l-f-( -2)|Aa| =0. Hence |5^(/, ir€)| =0. But since/is unbounded it is not i?-integrable on [O, l] (cf. Theorem 11.5).
Since the reals form a (topological) subring of every normed ring X, it follows that there is no normed X for which the condition inf T | S^(f, ir) \ = 0 is sufficient for i?-integrability in X. We shall see later (cf. Theorem 16.4) that the slightly stronger condition limTo| infT^T" | S'"(f, ir)\ =0 is sufficient for 7c"Mntegrability.
For the present we note that it is obviously necessary ; thus:
Lemma 10.1. If fis R'"'-integrable then limToi infT^T" |S^(/, ir)| =0.
A necessary and sufficient condition for i?^-integrability similar to that given in Lemma 9.7 is however needed to simplify the proofs in the next chapter and to keep clear the parallelism between additive and multiplicative integration. We obtain such a condition by extending the notion of relative integral range to what we have termed relative integral span and then reformulating the definition 6.1 of ic^-integrability. Definition 10.2. If / is a function on [a, b] with values in X, the set of all f*(f, ir', ir'*) obtainable for all subpartitions ir' of a given ir and all valuations ir'* will be called the integral span of / relative to ir and denoted by T~(f, ir). 
IV. BOUNDEDNESS AND THE DOMAIN OF INTEGRABILITY
In this chapter we shall prove the boundedness of all (properly) Riemann integrable functions and show that if a function is integrable on an interval it is integrable on all its subintervals.
We shall then show that every product integral possesses an inverse.
Boundedness of integrable functions. While the proof that every
Tc-integrable function is bounded is trivial, the proof of the corresponding result for ic^-integration goes deeper (cf. the beginning of §10). We have to appeal to the Heine-Borel theorem and then to (4.12), which plays a vital role in the theory of ^""-integration.
We must first establish the following combinatorial lemma. Now let ir*, iri be valuations of ir which contain the points Xk (satisfying (1)) from all subintervals of ir except A» from which they contain different points ti, ti'. Then from the fundamental result (4.12) we have
Since this holds for all ti, r<'GA< we get We are clearly led to the following result.
12.6. If(30) a<c<b then j (14-idt) = j ° (1 + fdt) ■ j (1+ fdt), tdt= I tdt+ I idt.
13. Uniform approach of J(f, xj, it**) to f*Jdt. In view of (12.3), (9.6) and Lemma 9.7 the following result may be obtained. We leave the proof to the reader. 14. Inverse of the product integral. The following result for the product integral corresponds to the result f"afdt = -f0fdt for the additive case. As a corollary of these definitions we obtain : (14.4). The restriction that a<c<b in Lemma 12.6 can be removed.
V. Equivalence of additive and multiplicative integrability
Our main purpose in this chapter is to establish the equivalence of additive and multiplicative Riemann integrability of functions on [a, b] into a normed ring X. In the following section we obtain the lemmas needed for this purpose. Suppose now that /is i?-integrable on [a, b] . Then /(/, x, x*) and therefore (since the a< are linearly independent) each J(gi, ir, x*) converges as x j. But since each gi is real this implies that each g,-is continuous a.e. on [a, b] . From (1) it follows that/ is continuous a.e. on [a, b] . We therefore have the following theorem.
Theorem 17.1. Boundedness and continuity a.e. constitute always a sufficient condition for R-integr ability. When the normed ring X is finite-dimensional they constitute also a necessary condition. The question as to whether R is closed under ring multiplication is best postponed until after a study of the topological structure of R. On the topo- when the normed ring X is finite-dimensional. For we know (cf. Theorem 17.1) that, in the finite-dimensional case, boundedness and continuity almost everywhere constitute both a necessary and sufficient condition for i?-integrability.
For the finite-dimensional case we may therefore strengthen Theorem 19.6 as follows. Since | A^| ->0 as x J, , it follows that Tt ■ Ut is ic-integrable on [0, 1 ] and that fl TtUtdt = ®.
We thus see that when X is infinite-dimensional the 7?-integrability of 7 and 4> does not in general imply that of /<]>. Nor does the 7?-integrability of /<j> imply that of <[>/.
VII. The peano series
In this chapter we shall establish the validity of the Peano series: 
Proof. Denoting the absolute difference on the LiH.S. by D(ir, x*) we first observe that 
Now the first term on the R.H.S. of (1) is not greater than
The first term of (2) (Q.E.D.)
From the duality principle we obtain the corresponding result for the 7?^-integral. Thus: Yet Y"~'(x)=fxa~'(l+fdt).
Applying (19.3) to the uniformly convergent series for Y (t) ■ f(t) we get
J a Ja r-1J a J a Ja
Or putting s=r+1 and using Theorem 22.1, we get
We thus arrive at the integral equation Y~*(x) = 1 +fxaY~-(t)f(t)dt. The duality principle yields a corresponding integral equation for Y^(x) =fxa^(l+fdt). We thus obtain the following theorem. 
24. Commutative normed ring. The Tc^-integral can be construed as a limiting product of exponential factors and the ii-integral as a limiting sum of logarithmic terms. We accordingly have the following two lemmas, the first of which has been proved by L. Schlesinger [l, pp. 42-43] . The proof of the second we leave to the reader. Thus in the commutative case the Peano series reduces to the exponential series.
VIII. Differentiation
We shall now define additive and multiplicative differentiation of functions on a real domain with values in a normed ring X. After indicating the elementary properties of the derivative we shall turn to the so-called fundamental problem of the integral calculus. We shall conclude with a discussion of integration by parts and changing the variable.
25. The derivatives defined. (41) Here and throughout the sequel /"'(*) will abbreviate the inverse {/(x)}-1, whenever this exists.
exists. The limit will be called the ^"""-derivative of / at x and denoted by f'(x). We give a corresponding definition of ¿?^-derivability and of the ¿?-derivative /\ Definition 25.3. F is called an R-, ¿?~-, or ¿(""-primitive (tó) of / if and only if / is respectively the R-, R^-and ¿('""'-derivative of F.
The connection between R-, R"*-and ¿("""-differentiation is best brought out by the following lemma which obviously follows from the definition.
Lemma 25.4. / is R*~'-derivable or R^-derivable at x if and only if f is R-derivable at x and f(x) has an inverse. In this case we can state the connection between R-, i?""""-and ¿?w-derivative in the following equivalent ways:
26. Duality. Since multiplication in X is in general noncommutative it follows that in general f'(x)5¿T(x).
The duality principle ( §7) however enables us to infer a result concerning fy from the corresponding result concerning /'. We shall therefore state and prove results for ¿("""-derivatives only.
27. Elementary properties of the derivatives. As in the real case we can easily establish the following properties for ¿(-differentiation. 28. Reciprocity of integration and differentiation. With regard to the question of the reciprocity of differentiation and integration our theory is no (4S) The term "anti-derivative" is more common.
weaker than the classical Riemann theory; in other words we can show that the integral differentiates to the integrand when this is continuous, and that for every integrable function possessing a primitive, the integral is the primitive up to an arbitrary constant.
Let Fix) =fxafdt, a^x^b.
As in the real case we have 1 .
- Thus:
Theorem 28.1. If F(x) =fxfdt, a ¿x ^6, then f is continuous atx0implies F is R-derivable at xo and F(xo) =f(x0).
Let next F(x) =fx,T(l+fdt).
We know (cf. Theorem 23.1) that F satisfies
If / is continuous at x0 then by the last theorem
Also we know (cf. Theorem 14.1) that F(;co) has an inverse. Hence F'(xo) = F~1(xo)F-(xo) = /(*,).
We thus obtain the following theorem. then for all x£ [a, b] , F(x) = F(a) + fxfdt.
We shall apply Hildebrandt's method to prove the corresponding theorem for 7?~-integration.
The following lemmas are needed. We leave their proofs to the reader. then for all xC [a, b] , F(x) =F(a)ff(l+fdt).
Proof. We shall prove the result for x = b. The same method will work for x<b. Let e>0. Since / is ¿(-integrable there exists 5>0 such that for all x with Ixl <S and all valuations x* we have
x, x*) "/.
(1 + fdt) áe/2.
Since / is the ¿(^-derivative of F on [a, b] we know from the last lemma that for all zC [a, b] there exists a closed subinterval crz such that |tr^l <5, 2 is the middle point of cr* unless z=a or z = b in which case it is the left or right end point of a¡, and such that for all x, yCo't, x^z^y we have
where M = supa¿t¿b |/(0| and 7, =supoSiS6 |F(0|o.. The family J\ of neighbourhoods <r, is a closed covering of [a, b] . By the Heine-Borel theorem there exists 7^0= |cr2l, ■ • • , aZn} CH which also covers [a, b] . We may assume that no subinterval <rZJ. is wholly contained in another such subinterval, and that zi = a and <r2n ends at b. Applying (11.1) we get a partition xo= {Ai, • • -, A»} Gil* such that z*GAfcC<rzt. In other words we have a partition x0 of [a, b] Turning to the corresponding theory for Tc^-integration which is naturally harder, we obtain the following result the proof of which we shall leave to the reader. where / and «j> are any ic-integrable functions^).
To establish this we need two lemmas. 
For all x and valuations x* let us define g(ir, x*, #) as the positive stepfunction on [a, b] such that for all a;GA*Gx, g(ir, x*, x)=a\,r: We leave the proof to the reader.
